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1 1 TH  OCTOBER

PRIMARY  TR IP

TO  LL INARS

MUSEUM

 

 

 

 

4TH  OCTOBER

PRIMARY  TR IP

TO  SAGRADA

FAMIL IA

 

 

10TH  OCTOBER

EARLY  YEARS  TR IP

TO  THE  FARM

 

1 5TH

OCTOBER

TR IP  TO

COSMOCAIXA

SECONDARY

 

 

 

 



BY  MILANA  MAL IAUKAITE  

CLASS  TEACHER

 

EARLY  YEARS

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We also focused on

alternative ways of

communicating by learning

how to speak in Chinese

and how to use sign

language.

Our children learned

about insects and used

a graphic organizer to

classify the different

types of insects.
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This week with our early age

learners we continued to focus

on numeracy.  Through

number recognition activities

like counting stones, coloring

numbers and attempting to

copy numbers; students are

beginning to notice number

patterns.

 

 

 

 

Students used play dough to

create a decorative cake.

We visited the pool this

week.  Students enjoyed

taking a recreational break

from school.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



BY  HELEN  SMART  

LOWER  PRIMARY

The Sagrada Familia

was just as impressive

as we had imagined

it. We could

appreciate all the

details, animals and

colours in person.

Amazing!
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In Numeracy we are

becoming increasingly

independent. Year 3 have

looked at ordering

numbers with the > and >

symbols, as well as

continuing mental

addition and subtraction

challenges. Year 1 and 2

have continued to work

on learning their number

bonds. In Literacy this

week we carried on from

last week's work, as well

as writing a recount of last

week's trip.

In Topic we looked at the

life of Antoni Gaudí and  

 

 

 

 

learned more about his

inspiration for his designs.

We also walked around

Llinars to try our hands at

map drawing, and we

looked at maps of our

local area and identified

key buildings in Llinars,

including our school.

Friday saw us visit the

Sagrada Familia, not only

because the Temple was

as beautiful as we had

imagined it, but because

we took both the train

and the metro to get

there.

 

 



 

 
BY  HARMONY  RUTHERFORD

UPPER  PRIMARY

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our trip to La Sangrada

Familia was very special.

Not only did we get to visit

an amazing building, we

also got to celebrate the

birthday on an amazing

young man. JORDI! 
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This week we finally

began swimming. We

were very excited to get

into the pool and show

the instructors our skills

and abilities in the water.

It was lots of fun and we

returned to school 

hungry and ready for

lunch!

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

On Friday we travelled to

Barcelona and visited La

Sangrada Familia. Our

tour guide, Anna,

explained the different

aspects of the building in

English. We learned a lot

about Guadi and how the

Basilica is still under

construction, even after

over 100 years! We also

learned that Sangrada

Familia should be

complete in 2026, exactly

100 years after Guadi´s

death. That's only 7 years

away!

 

 

Happy
Birthday

Jordi



BY  JACK  BLOUNT

SECONDARY
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Science
Year 7 looked at the

interesting topic of disease,

viruses the ways they

spread. Year 8 summarised

their unit on food,

digestion and nutrition.

Year 9 explored food webs,

animal variations and the

causes of it. Year 10

finished a chemistry topic,

answering questions about

how chemists use different

materials 

Maths
In maths Year 8 and 9

looked at number

sequences and looked at

the rules for them, how to

construct them and

reverse them. 

Year 7 checked their

previous work and made

corrections and clarified

where they went wrong- a

very important part of

learning maths.

English
The class, as a group,

explored the humours and

woes within the Romeo

and Juliet text. Figuring out

the jokes is difficult

sometimes because, not

only is the language used

quite difficult to

understand, but because

the style of humour is very

different from modern

humour. 

In the picture to your

right you can see Judith

holding  our new class

cactus! 

Global Perspectives
In Global Perspectives we

are looking at the art of

research. The students have

been tasked with the topic

of demographic change,

looking at the example of

the demography of

Barcelona.


